All groups in this paper are finite. Given a group G with subgroups H0, H, and G0 such that H0 < H, we call G0 a relative normal complement of H over H0 if G0 <l G, G = G0H and H0 -G0 n H.
Let tr(G) denote the set of primes dividing \G\ . If w is a set of primes, then the complementary set of primes will be denoted by 77'. A group G is a 77-group if 77(G) Ç it. If x G G, then x is a 77-element if (x) is a w-group. Every element x of G has a unique decomposition x -x"x". = xir.xw into a w-element x" and a tt'-element x".. Further, xw and x". are powers of x. If x and >> are elements of a subgroup K of G\ then x and y belong to the same 77-section of K if their w-parts x" and y" are /^-conjugate. If 5 is a subset of G, then Sc" denotes the union of all 77-sections of G which intersect S. We let (G, H, H0,tt) denote the following configuration: G is a finite group with subgroups H and H0 such that H0 < H and tr -tr(H/H0). For (G, H, H0, it) we consider the following conditions:
(A) Any two w-elements of H -H0 which are G-conjugate are //-conjugate. (B0) For each 7T-element x G H -H0, Cc(x) = I(x)CH(x) where /(x) is a normal it '-subgroup of Cc(x). (C)\(H -H0f-'\= (G: H)\H -H0\. Leonard [2] has shown that if (G, H, H0, it) satisfies conditions (B0) and (C) and 77 = {p} or I(x) is always a Hall 77'-subgroup of Cc(x), then there is a unique relative normal complement G0 of H over H0 and G0 = G -(// -H0)r''". If (G, //, H0, tr) satisfies conditions (A) and (B0) and 77 = {p}, then Reynolds [3] has shown that there is a unique relative normal complement G0 of H over HQ and G0 = G -(// -//0)c". In this paper, we prove two generalizations of these theorems. We omit stating explicitly the obvious corollaries which follow from Theorems 1 and 2 by replacing "H/H0 is solvable" by "77 is a set of odd primes".
If a set R is a disjoint union of S and T, we write R -S Ù T. Lemma 1. Assume (G, H, H0,tr) satisfies condition (B0), K is a subgroup of H containing //" and it2 C 77. Then
then w = wvw". and w" = w*,wv, where w3 = w -772. Further, h>" = xg where x is a 7r2-element in H -K or x is a 772-element in K -H0. Since K D H0, x is a 7r-element in H -Z/0; hence w*"' G Cc(x) = /(x)Cw(x).
Letvî' = (w"y'\ thenvvV(x) = hl{x) where h G C"(x). Since /(x) is a normal 77'-subgroup of CG(x) and tí' is a 77-element, /; may be taken to be a 77-element of //. Now (vv)/(x) = {h)I(x) and Theorem 6.2.1 of [1] imply that {w)= {h}' where / E I(x). It follows that h" = w for some integer ;', and h'¿ -ww -x. Since / G Cc(x), h' is a 77-element of H -H() and w'" is conjugate to an element of H -HQ. Thus, w G(H -//0)G".
Proof of Theorem 1. If (G, //, Ha,ir) satisfies conditions (B0) and (C), then
Leonard showed in §3 of [2] , that H -H() is a union of 77-sections of H and condition (A) is satisfied. Let G be a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1. Theorem 1.2 of [2] implies that 77 contains more than one prime. Since H/H0 is solvable, there is a prime p G 77 such that H has an abelian p factor group. 
